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These are just a sample of apps available and there are many more. If you find any that you think are
worthwhile and need to be added to the list below please let us know.

Name
Hands on maths
(Hundreds
chart)
£2.29
Hands on maths
(Base ten
blocks)
£2.29
Number line
£2.99
Myblee math
Free

Beebot
Free
What time is it
Mr Wolf?
Free/£2.29
The squeebles
£1.49 - £2.99
Tribbs
79p
Number board
Free

Counting board
Free
Number swipe
Free

Description
Good for skip counting, number
patterns, multiplication and
division facts, prime and
composite numbers and more.
Good for reading and writing
numbers, decimals, addition and
subtraction etc.
A variety of number lines from
foundation stage onwards.
Includes word problems, measures,
shape, addition, subtraction,
multiplication, division and much
more.
Beebots like we use in school but
with different challenges.
Great app for learning to tell the
time.
A range of mathematical games.
Great for developing mental
calculation of reasoning.
Multi-sensory app that improves
hand to eye coordination whilst
improving and mastering number
sequences.
Counting to 100, learning to add,
subtract and draw pictures.
Quick mental exercise of matching
numbers that adds to a multiple of
10.
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Glow burst
79p

Number run
£1.49
Eggs on legs
99p

Operation Math
£2.29
Maths sumo
79p
Mr Thorne’s
maths universe
(KS1/KS2)
Moose math
£1.99
Maths 3-5
Maths 4-6
Little digits
Percy Parker
79p
Doodle maths
(KS2)
£6.99/£8.99
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Number ordering including negative
numbers, fractions, and decimals
that is both challenging and
addictive!
A temple run style game with maths
questions.
Times tables, ghost blasters and
multiple wipe out games that cover
addition, subtraction,
multiplication and division.
Secret agent themed maths game
that has a range of difficulty.
Fast paced mental maths questions
that you play against a partner.
Simple to use, shows calculation
basics and lots of mental maths
tests.
Sequencing, counting, addition and
subtraction.
Various maths activities for
younger children.
Various maths activities for
younger children.
Useful for finger counting
Teaches times tables through
catchy songs.
Adaptive learning system that
adjusts itself to your child’s
level allowing them to focus and
build on weaker areas

